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Abstract
This work aims at identifying the types of holiday experienced by families of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 35 families of ASD children and 25 control families of children with Down’s Syndrome (DS) living in Scotland took part in a small scale semi-qualitative study to explore their experiences on holiday. In both groups, a significant proportion of the families had not taken any holiday away from home more than once in the last 3 years and there was limited use of children holiday centers. Families of ASD children who had been on holiday expressed overall less positive impressions of their experiences and showed limited use of public places such as restaurants, cafes, cinemas and hotels normally accessed by typical families whilst on vacation. Five areas were identified as influencing the quality of their experiences: 1-child’s disability, particularly with regard to behavior, 2-lack of suitable holiday structures, 3-financial limitation of the family, 4-lack of empathy from surrounding communities towards the disabled child and his or her family, 5-general state of exhaustion of the parents. The paper further describes two pilot holiday community experiences organised with 10 families with ASD children in an attempt to address some of the issues hereby identified. A retrospective analysis of these experiences and surveys suggests that amongst all five identified barriers, the issue of the child’s behavior is the most significant difficulty encountered by these families. Supporting families in understanding and improving their child’s behavior is needed to enable families to maximise their experience on holiday. Increasing the understanding of the condition, improving access to leisure activities and some financial aid would equally be beneficial.
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Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are developmental disorders characterized by impairments in language, communication and social functioning accompanied by a restricted range of interests and behaviors [1]. Although the exact pathology of these disorders is unknown it is believed that a combination of genetic vulnerability and environmental factors (in utero, peri-natally and in infancy) cause a failure in the normal development of the central nervous system. ASD is now officially recognized to affect 1% of children aged 5-16 in the UK; these conditions are more often associated with physical and health complaints than any other mental disorder [2]. Affected children can suffer from acute sensory sensitivity (sound, light) [3], anxiety [4] and sleep disorders [5]. Autism varies in degree of impairment, ranging from mild to severe [1].

It has been reported that psychological difficulties and stress are much more prevalent in parents of children with autism than in parents either of non-disabled children [6,7] or of children with mental retardation or Down Syndrome [8,9]. A large proportion of parents (81.9%) were reported to be stretched beyond their limits [10]. Increased divorce rates are reported, with 1 in 3 families with ASD children breaking up in the UK [11] compared to a national average of 1 in 10 [12] and a per annum annual divorce rate in 2005 in England and Wales of only 1.3% [13]. The level of psychological distress was found to relate to the paucity of welfare support provided to the family as well as to the level of behavioral impairment of the ASD child. A National Health Interview Survey conducted in the United States in the years 2003-2004 on a sample of parents of 102 children with autism indicated that 43% of children had emotional problems, 34% had conduct problems, 65% had hyperactivity issues, 82% had difficulties interacting with peers [14]. The 5 main categories of conduct problems were violence and aggression to others, self-injurious behavior, destructive behavior, repetitive and stereotyped behavior, and disruptive and antisocial behavior.

A child with ASD places additional pressures on the family. Difficult and challenging behaviors can prevent families from attending events together; couples often cannot spend time alone due to extreme parenting demands and the lack of qualified staff to supervise the disabled child in their absence. In addition, the responses of fathers and mothers to the disability of a child with autism reveal different levels of perceived stress and impaired health [15-17], potentially contributing to conflict. A further significant stress factor relates to the increased cost of living, most particularly for parents who are unable to work due to their duty of care [18,19]. Additional factors impacting on the family relate to the lack of adequate support services, the lack of acceptance of autistic behavior by society and sometimes by family members, and a low level of social support [10,17,20]. A National Survey of Children’s Health conducted in the United States further has confirmed a range of problems including diminished family functioning, more school absences, less participation in community activities, and difficulties with child care and employment [21].

According to the American Academy of Paediatrics, "Families are the most central and enduring influence in children’s lives... the health and well-being of children is inextricably linked to their..."
parent’s physical, emotional and social health, social experience and child rearing practices” [22]. It is therefore possible that dysfunction of families with an ASD child can impact negatively on the development of the ASD child and of his or her siblings.

For the siblings of ASD children there are many potential sources of stress: feelings of anger, guilt, embarrassment, jealousy, being the target of aggressive behaviors, loneliness, concern regarding their parents’ stress and grief, and concern over their role in care-giving [23,24].

Against this background the need for periods of vacation would appear to be more acutely necessary for families with one or more ASD children. For most people leisure, traveling and recreation are important aspects of life as they allow horizons to be expanded and they foster the development of new interests. Periods of vacation also allow relaxation and make a significant contribution to overall emotional and psychological well-being. Ghates and Hazel [25] reported on the benefits of family holidays; these included parents and children being able to “recharge their batteries” by relief from everyday stress, vacations provided opportunities to strengthen family relationships, and families reported that spending quality time together away from everyday problems was of particular importance.

Although there are no reliable figures that specifically address parents and children, the percentage of UK families in 1996 able to take a week’s annual holiday away from home was 66% (European Communities, 2002). This is consistent with the UK government statistics estimating that 69% of all UK children in 2005/2006 took at least one week’s holiday away from home with the family, while in families with an income below 60% of the median only 44% of children took at least one such holiday [26]. Indeed, lower socioeconomic and higher age groups have the lowest vacation rates [27].

Non-vacationers also include those with poor health or with career or work commitments [28]. A lack of vacationing has been considered as a failure to participate properly in the life of the community [29,30]. The significance of holidaying away from home each year has been recognized by the UK Government in its measures to assess child poverty [31]. One of three indicators used in their calculation of childhood poverty was the inability of children to holiday with their family away from home for at least a week per year.

Despite their undoubted benefits, vacations can present a major challenge for ASD individuals and notably for their families. It is generally accepted that individuals with autism present with some degree of inflexibility of learning and often lack “common sense” in day to day situations [32]. Difficulties in generalization are commonly encountered and there is a tendency to show maladaptive responses to novel environments and situations. For these reasons ASD individuals tend to prefer, or are constrained to, simplified environments with reduced exposure to novelty. In consequence, whereas the notion of being away from home seems appealing and pleasurable to most people, this is not necessarily the case for individuals with autism because holidays constitute a change of routine and environment. In addition, many parents of ASD individuals feel they do not receive the help they need during vacations [33]. Furthermore, going out in public with a disabled child can elicit intolerant responses from by passers [34,35], these potentially act as a further deterrent to taking vacations.

Little has been published with regards to holiday trends in families of children with autism, although many anecdotal accounts suggest that the holiday period can be distressing both for the child with autism and his or her family [36]. Charitable national groups in the UK such as the National Autistic Society (NAS), Contact a Family (Joseph Rowntree Foundation), and Barnardo’s are clearly aware that accessing and experiencing vacations can be difficult for such families particularly because of the limited and geographically uneven availability of supported holiday schemes during the lengthy periods of school recess. These organizations have therefore focused on listing possible leisure opportunities for disabled children or other forms of vacation support [37,38]. The NAS has published a Holiday Help Guide which lists a range of respite holiday centers and different funds that can be made available to families with financial difficulties. Barnardo’s has also published “Postcards from home” that recounts the experiences of disabled children during the school holidays [39]. However, in the studies by Shelley (2002) and Murray (2002) it was not clear whether children with autism were included in the leisure experiences described.

The critical issue of respite and need for short breaks for families of children with autism was raised in the UK by the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Autism in a published manifesto [18]. This stated: “the framework also recognises the need for short breaks, which is particularly acute for the families of children with autism. It recognises that weekends and school holidays are crucial times for short-break services to be delivered”. Lord Astor of Hever reported in the House of Lords that 93% of parents did not receive help during the holidays, although 87% request a break from caring [33]. Audit of local authorities and a variety of stakeholders commissioned by the UK Department for Education and Skills also emphasized respite services as a priority area with a gap in provision for children with ASD [33].

The available reports suggest that families with ASD children have increased difficulties in vacationing, and may in fact be under increased stress during school recess periods. However, little if any research to date has addressed the rates and qualities of vacationing in families with ASD children. A pilot survey was therefore performed to assess vacationing in families with ASD children. For comparison, a similar number of families with Down Syndrome children was also surveyed. The present paper reports that vacationing rates in both groups are substantially reduced and presents a pilot study aimed at remedying this situation.

Methods

Vacation frequency and quality

A semi-qualitative methodology was used to explore the vacation experiences of families with ASD children compared to families with Down Syndrome (DS) children. A questionnaire was developed that focuses on diverse aspects of vacationing in both family types; specific topics covered were as follows. 1. Family profiles, including (a) diagnosis and other disabilities, (b) age of the disabled child, time of diagnosis, welfare support, place of education (c) level of support from family and disability groups (d) training in providing assistance regarding the child’s disability. 2. Holiday trends, including (a) how often the family has taken a vacation in the previous 3 years, (b) vacations with or without the disabled child (c) vacation locations, what type of accommodation and travel were used, and with whom did they spend their vacation time, and (d) what types of public facilities did the family visit while on vacation. 3. Vacation quality, including (a) the family’s rating of the quality and benefits of the period of vacation (g) what factors impacted positively and negatively on vacation quality (c) factors needing to be addressed in order to improve vacation quality. The questionnaire encouraged families to give personal accounts of their experiences and perceived positive and negative outcomes. The
questionnaire for DS families was identical but with ASD/autism replaced by Down syndrome.

Following initial contacts the questionnaire was sent by post, phone, e-mail or through their child’s school to 150 families with ASD children resident in the vicinity of Edinburgh, UK. For questionnaires sent by mail, pre-paid return envelopes were provided. Parents of DS children also resident in the vicinity were contacted via Down Syndrome Scotland; 50 questionnaires were sent to these families. This investigation was conducted between March and November 2006 and covered the 3 yr period prior to completion of the questionnaire by respondents.

Assessment of the co-vacationing pilot study

Perceived benefits were evaluated through semi-structured interviews with participating families 2 mo after the periods of vacation. Interviews focused on evaluating semi-quantitatively the benefits to the ASD child and siblings, as perceived by the parents, whether the parents felt the overall experience was positive, with regard to the organisation, location, choice of activities, group dynamics, opportunities to socialise amongst adults, children and as a group. The evaluation also took account of the most likable and dislikeable aspects of the holiday and asked for suggestions on how to improve future holiday experiences.

Results

Response rates

The response rate for the ASD families was low, with only 34 questionnaires being completed and returned from 150 enquiries (overall 23% response rate). For DS families the response rate was substantially higher with 20 responses being obtained from 50 enquiries (40%).

ASD family profile

Within the ASD family sample children were aged between 3 and 18 with a mean age of 6.5 yr. Eleven families had only a single child (32%) and the average number of children per family was 1.8. One of the families had 2 children with autism and one had a sibling with dyslexia. The age of diagnosis of autism ranged between 19 mo and 6 yr of age with a mean age of 2.6 yr. Additional diagnoses were: colitis in 2 children, inflammatory bowel disorder in 2 children, epilepsy in 3 (8.5%), IgE multiple allergies, 1 child, dyspraxia in 1; 1 child had an additional diagnosis of developmental delay, 1 had moderate learning disability, 2 had severe learning disabilities.

Twenty three of the disabled children (66%) received government welfare support (Disability Living Allowance, DLA); 15 (43%) of these received the DLA higher rate for personal care while 10 (28%) received the higher rate for mobility care. Twelve children (34%) received no DLA.

The largest subgroup of the ASD children (43%) were educated in Special Needs schools, 23% were in an ASD unit attached to a mainstream school, 11% were in a mainstream setting and 20% were educated at home. The profiles of these families are presented in Figure 1.

A proportion of these families (38%) lived in proximity to close relatives while 47% had no regular contact with their immediate families. Approximately half of the families (47%) described themselves as having no friends while 44% described themselves as having regular contacts with friends (Figure 2). Half (41%) of the families were regularly connected via the internet to similar families or to an ASD support group. A high percentage of families (77%) had followed some form of training with regard to their child’s disability. The most popular forms of training were Hanen (speech and communication) (22%), Applied Behavior Analysis (19%), Son-Rise (16%), PECS (13%), or training provided by the Scottish Society for Autism (8%). Other forms of training included verbal behavior (5.5%), TEACCH (2.7%), Makaton (2.7%), Signalong (2.7%) and training from the National Autistic Society (2.7%). The majority of respondents (53%) had attended relevant conferences or lectures regarding their child’s disability.
Down's Syndrome (DS) family profile

Children in the DS group were aged between 2 and 19 yr with a mean age of 11.0 yr. Five of 20 families (25%) had a single child; the average number of children per family was of 2.5. One family had 2 DS children, 2 families had another child with autism (these families were not included in the ASD group), and 1 family had 3 disabled children (other disabilities were not specified). The age of DS diagnosis ranged between 32 wks of pregnancy and 2 wks after birth; in one case an additional diagnosis of severe hearing impairment was made at age 4 yr. In this group of families, children with DS often had additional diagnoses; 2 had an additional diagnosis of autism while 1 required feeding by gastroectomy, presented with almost no speech and had severe behavioral problems. One had underactive thyroid and a heart condition. Two were visually impaired, 1 of whom had severe communication difficulties. One had severe hearing loss, 1 had an additional diagnosis of moderate learning disability and 1 a diagnosis of Hirschsprung's disease.

All families surveyed (100%) received DLA; 28% received the higher DLA rate for personal care, and 57% received the higher DLA rate for mobility care (Figure 1A). A proportion of these children were educated in mainstream settings (59%), while 32% attended a Special Needs School. A further 5% were educated in a special education unit attached to a mainstream setting, while 1 child was at college (5%). None of these children was home educated (Figure 1B).

Most families (45%) lived in close proximity to immediate family members while 40% had no regular contact with their immediate families. The majority of the families (95%) described themselves as having regular friends, only one family (5%) reported no regular friends. Half of the families (50%) were not connected to other similar families or groups via the internet (Figure 2). A minority of families (45%) had followed some training with regard to their child's disability, but 1 had an additional diagnosis of moderate learning disability and 1 a diagnosis of Hirschsprung's disease.

Holiday trends in the ASD and DS family groups

Analysis of questionnaire responses revealed that 12 (35%) of the ASD families had not taken a vacation more than once in the 3 yr study period, a finding reiterated with the DS families (40%) (Figure 3). Some of these ASD families (6, 18% of the total families) had not taken any vacation at all, which was also the case for a proportion of the DS families (15%). A proportion of the ASD families (18%) had vacationed without their disabled child, a larger proportion than seen in the DS families (6%). Of the ASD children sampled 35% had vacationed once or less in the 3 yr study period as did 40% of the DS children.

For those families taking vacations with their disabled child the preferred place of stay for both ASD and DS families was in self-catering accommodation (19 ASD families, 68%; 10 DS families, 59%) (Figure 4). Of the ASD and DS families, 29% and 18% respectively stayed usually at a relative or friend's house. Both groups showed similar profiles for camping and caravanning (Figure 4A). However a greater proportion of DS families stayed at hotels; with 47% using this type of accommodation (8 families) versus 18% for the ASD group (5 families).

Within the group of vacationing ASD families, the majority (79%) had not taken any vacation during the 3 yr study period, 32% of ASD families rated their vacation as very good (9 of 30 vacationing families), 53% rated their vacations as average (13 families), and 14% were held to be of poor quality (7 families) (Figure 5). In contrast, the majority of the 19 DS families who had taken a vacation rated their vacation experience as very good (82%), 12% reported average quality, and only 6% reported their holiday to be of poor quality (Figure 6). There is thus a major difference in the perception of positive and negative family vacation experiences between the DS and ASD families sampled.

Disability and associated factors of ASD and DS children

Families taking vacations were asked to rate their overall vacation experience(s) in one of 3 categories: “very good”, “average”, or “not so good/poor”. For those families taking at least 1 vacation over the 3 yr study period, 32% of ASD families rated their vacation as very good (9 of 30 vacationing families), 53% rated their vacations as average (13 families), and 14% were held to be of poor quality (7 families) (Figure 6). In contrast, the majority of the 19 DS families who had taken a vacation rated their vacation experience as very good (82%), 12% reported average quality, and only 6% reported their holiday to be of poor quality (Figure 6). There is thus a major difference in the perception of positive and negative family vacation experiences between the DS and ASD families sampled.

ASD and DS Families who rated their vacations as very good

For families rating their vacations as very good (9 ASD, 32% and 14 DS families, 82%) the most common factors reported as being relevant to the quality of their vacation were (1) choice of location, (2) the people they vacationed with, and (3) their financial situation (Figure 7). The factors rated as being the least relevant to vacation quality were the disability of the child (only 5 families, felt it related to their holiday quality) and travel arrangements (only 5 families rated this as a relevant factor for the quality of their vacation) (Figure 8).

There were 2 main differences between these ASD and DS families. First, the DS families felt more inclined to state their family type was linked to their successful holiday, illustrated by comments of the type “son’s disability does not stop us doing things we want”; “child has
always been encouraged to fit in with our life style and has well adapted to this”, or “we are a family who love family holidays, we just happen to have 2 boys with DS”. Second, for the DS families, the quality was less often rated as being related to the type of people they holiday with. This suggests that DS families were more independent as a unit than the ASD families in their ability to achieve a successful vacation experience.

**Families who rated their vacations as average or not so good:** For the ASD families who rated their holidays as either average or not so good (a total of 19; 15 average, 4 not so good), the most commonly reported factors impacting on the quality of their vacation were as follows. First, the disability of the child (74%). Second, the energy levels of the parents (74%); third, the choice of location (63%); fourth,
Figure 6: Perceived vacation quality of families with ASD or DS children. Families were asked to rate their vacation experiences as either "very good", "average", or "poor".

Figure 7: Factors reported to contribute to or constrain vacation quality. Both types of families identified the choice of location, the people they holiday with and the financial situation having positively impacted on the quality of their holiday. ASD families more commonly reported that the disability of their child impacted on the quality of the holiday and were more likely to report that the holiday quality was linked to the people they holiday with. A large proportion of DS families felt that the quality of their holiday was linked to the type of family they are. The percentages indicated are for the "very true" and "some true" answers combined.

Figure 8: Incidence of use of 3 most common public places (restaurants, cinemas and museums) whilst on holiday in the groups of ASD families rating their holiday as very good, ASD families rating their holidays as average or poor and whole DS families. ASD families who rated their holiday as being very good did experience restaurants, cinemas and museums with a much greater incidence than ASD families reporting an average or poor quality of holidays and DS families. The impact of the child's disability seems lesser in the families who have reported good quality of holiday than in the other 2 groups.
difficulties in accessing public facilities (63%). Finally, level of finance (58%).

For the DS families who rated their holidays as either average or not so good (a total of 3; 2 average, 1 not so good), the only factors identified as significant were the child’s disability and lack of support from others.

Additional information volunteered by 13 ASD families were for the most part linked to the child’s behavioral difficulties, anti-social behavior, sleep, anxiety, need for routine, safety, and the child’s sensory and food sensitivities. Attention was also drawn to the lack of availability of supported holiday schemes, notably with regard to access to appropriate professional support and environments accommodating issues of sensory overload. Some of the comments received illustrate these points well: “no autistic-friendly holiday structure”, “lack of integration with normal children”, “not worth the effort”, “more support is needed”, “additional person is needed to be with the child with autism”, “behavior is difficult particularly because of phobias”, “change of surroundings is difficult”, “child’s sleep is affected when on holiday”, “too many children around, personal space is too restricted and overall the experience is overwhelming to an ASD child”, “lack of suitable safe-play area for the ASD child”, “inability to adjust the degree of sensory load of the holiday environments to be compatible with child’s sensitivities”, “child behavior forces parents into isolation during meal times”, “rigidity of behavior and lack of suitable activities are difficult”, “safety issues are not met”, “lack of acceptance from other people”, “holidays are for the children but the parents cannot rest”. In addition to these factors, several families identified the following needs: access to changing rooms for older children with incontinence issues, more restaurants catering for special diets (e.g. gluten-free casein free). The issue of waiting for airplane boarding and access services was also commonly stated.

Reported factors to be addressed to improve vacation quality

Families were asked to identify from a list of possible negative factors whether improvement would improve vacation quality; in each case potential amelioration was rated as “very true”, “somewhat true”, or “not relevant”.

Major factors identified by the ASD families that need to be addressed in order to improve their vacation frequency and quality were first, other people welcoming and interacting with the ASD child as they would with any other child (68% of the parents rated this as being very true); second, more understanding from others regarding their child’s behavior and disability (68% rated this as being very true); third, better access to support structures and professional assistance to help their ASD child take part in the activities (65% of the parents rated this as being very true). Less essential factors were lack of funding (53% of parents stated this was an issue), difficulties in accessing public places (47% of parents reported this was an issue) and lack of support with traveling (32% of parents said this was a problem) (Figure 9).

The responses given by the DS families differed substantially in as much as the families mostly identified the listed factors as being irrelevant or only partly relevant. For example, DS families generally did not feel that more understanding from others would improve their vacation experience; only 25% of the families felt this was relevant. By comparison, the figure for the ASD families was 68%. The same trend was seen with “other people welcoming their DS child as any other child” and regarding the need for professional assistance. More funding was thought to be required for only 5 of the 14 DS families (25%) compared to 53% of the ASD families. Furthermore, the DS families generally reported there was no need for improvement regarding accessing suitable accommodation or support for traveling. Though these were still perceived as desired changes, the extent to which these issues were prioritized was far less than for the families with ASD children. This represents another major difference in perceived needs between the DS and ASD families sampled.

Pilot project: co-vacationing as a means to resolve barriers to inclusion

In the above it has emerged that families with ASD children often have difficulties organizing vacations where the child and the family can participate fully in typical holiday activities. This was partly due to the child’s behavioral difficulties and to limited support for the family. Notably, a lack of understanding and acceptance from the surrounding community was felt to be a significant issue. Potential therapeutic
benefits of a vacation to the ASD child and his or her family were not explored in the survey, but because many families reported negative experiences it is likely that for many families there was no significant benefit at the emotional, physical or psychological levels.

Some factors cannot be addressed easily, for instance the child’s behavior. However, co-vacationing with other families of ASD children, whose level of acceptance and understanding of ASD and its ramifications would be expected to be high, could potentially alleviate problems associated with non-acceptance. In addition, by vacationing together, it is possible that parents of ASD children could reduce the burden of care provision by assisting each other in the supervision of their children. A pilot project was therefore initiated to explore the possibility that co-vacationing might offer a route to improving the vacation experiences of families with ASD children.

Two vacations were therefore organized in conjunction with a total of 10 families of children with autism. The chosen location was rented self-catering accommodation in the South-West region of France. In year 1 five families of French nationality took part and in year 2 five families of UK nationality took part. The accommodation was in 3 cottages, the largest of which accommodated most children (with the exception of the younger ones and more sensitive ASD children) and was used as a central area for cooking and dining. In year 2, a total of 5 families (4 French and 1 British) took part in up to 2 consecutive weeks of vacation. All families were hosted in a single large accommodation. In year 2, 4 of the families had known each other from the previous summer experience.

Logistic constraints prevented random selection of participating families. Instead, a decision was taken by the organizers to invite families via established autism groups (mostly contacted by e-mails) because these families had already demonstrated active involvement in intervention strategies. This approach was felt to increase the likelihood that co-vacationing might offer a route to improving the vacation experiences of families with ASD children.

The vacations comprised a total of 10 ASD children, ages ranging from 3 to 14 yr, with 8 boys and 2 girls. The children were divergent in their presentation of ASD and covered the full spectrum, from non-verbal and mostly non-compliant with significant behavioral issues, to very verbal, social, and with good play skills. One child had a diagnosis of Asperger while all others were ASD. One ASD child had an additional diagnosis of epilepsy. Seven of the children followed a gluten-free casein free diet. Three of the 10 families were with single parents; all the ASD children had siblings that accompanied them (in total 13 siblings).

Benefits for the ASD children were evaluated from the following interview questions put to parents: (1) ASD child was generally happy and relaxed during his stay, (2) the ASD child was able to cope well with the proposed group activities and experiences, with limited behavioral issues, (3) in the parent’s view, the ASD child showed growing awareness of the other group members, both adults and children, and (4) the ASD child displayed increasing levels of interaction with others by any means of expression or communication (verbal or non-verbal).

Perceived benefits were evaluated through semi-structured interviews with participating families 2 mo after the periods of vacation (Methods). Overall, co-vacationing with other families with ASD children was reported to be particularly valuable for the siblings and also for the children with ASD and their parents (see below). However because this type of vacation is of potential therapeutic benefit to the ASD child the positive and negative outcomes are reported in more detail.

**Children with autism:** The vacations comprised a total of 10 ASD children, ages ranging from 3 to 14 yr, with 8 boys and 2 girls. The children were divergent in their presentation of ASD and covered the full spectrum, from non-verbal and mostly non-compliant with significant behavioral issues, to very verbal, social, and with good play skills. One child had a diagnosis of Asperger while all others were ASD. One ASD child had an additional diagnosis of epilepsy. Seven of the children followed a gluten-free casein free diet. Three of the 10 families were with single parents; all the ASD children had siblings that accompanied them (in total 13 siblings).

Benefits for the ASD children were evaluated from the following interview questions put to parents: (1) ASD child was generally happy and relaxed during his stay, (2) the ASD child was able to cope well with the proposed group activities and experiences, with limited behavioral issues, (3) in the parent’s view, the ASD child showed growing awareness of the other group members, both adults and children, and (4) the ASD child displayed increasing levels of interaction with others by any means of expression or communication (verbal or non-verbal).
The benefits reported varied according to the child’s level of autism and health (Figure 10). Seven out of the 10 ASD children were generally happy and content, however one child was significantly agitated, unable to sleep, and was unsettled throughout the week. Another child was very affected for part of the week due to an ear infection causing acute pain, behavioral deterioration and necessitating emergency medical treatment. A further child was unsettled for half of his stay with increased seizure frequency linked to an infection. Two children were able to cope without much assistance in the proposed activities but the majority of the children needed assistance to focus on the activities and to respond when required. Some activities were more challenging and socially complex than others. Significantly, ASD children were generally reported to have shown improvement in their ability to engage in the activities with decreased need for support and increased interest in the proceedings.

Interestingly, some children clearly appeared to benefit from the highly-structured routines in year 1, and within a day or 2 appeared to increase their understanding and involvement in group activities. In year 2, with increased opportunities for spontaneous and unstructured play, the children initially progressed more slowly in their interaction with other members of the group. Nevertheless, after about 10 days their involvement was reported to improve in diverse ways, possibly reflecting more fundamental changes taking place. For example, towards the end of the vacation period one particular child started to show considerable interest in interacting with the other children and became spontaneously involved in play activities. The same child after watching a pantomime play spontaneously cut out paper shapes to add on to the story. Another child, again after 10 days of the vacation experience, started to interact more with all the adults, although this was essentially to meet his needs. The same child initially found it difficult to enjoy particular activities (e.g. dancing) but eventually came to enjoy this pastime. He also spontaneously participated in singing with other children.

Other children were reported to benefit from being supervised by other adults during the temporary absence of their parents. For some children, at both ends of the spectrum, it was less clear how much they benefited from this experience. The children that were more affected by health and sensory issues may have benefited but assessment is problematic. Equally, mildly-affected children may have benefited more from vacationing with children without behavioral issues.

Two children with autism presented serious behavioral issues. This was felt to be principally due to a lack of behavioral management strategies. For example, one non-verbal ASD child was unable to gain his mother’s attention without using inappropriate behaviors (i.e. when he was well-behaved his mother gave him less attention). He appeared to develop a strategy of poor behavior in order to gain his mother’s attention (e.g. he would break light bulbs with a broom handle). Each time it appeared that he was successful in gaining his mother’s attention. Another ASD child was very solitary, dwelt on repetitive activities, and rejected most attempts at communication (this mother’s attention). Another ASD child was very solitary, dwelt on repetitive activities, and rejected most attempts at communication (this mother’s attention). Another ASD child was very solitary, dwelt on repetitive activities, and rejected most attempts at communication (this mother’s attention). The same child initially found it difficult to enjoy particular activities (e.g. dancing) but eventually came to enjoy this pastime. He also spontaneously participated in singing with other children.

Other children were reported to benefit from being supervised by other adults during the temporary absence of their parents. For some children, at both ends of the spectrum, it was less clear how much they benefited from this experience. The children that were more affected by health and sensory issues may have benefited but assessment is problematic. Equally, mildly-affected children may have benefited more from vacationing with children without behavioral issues.

Two children with autism presented serious behavioral issues. This was felt to be principally due to a lack of behavioral management strategies. For example, one non-verbal ASD child was unable to gain his mother’s attention without using inappropriate behaviors (i.e. when he was well-behaved his mother gave him less attention). He appeared to develop a strategy of poor behavior in order to gain his mother’s attention (e.g. he would break light bulbs with a broom handle). Each time it appeared that he was successful in gaining his mother’s attention. Another ASD child was very solitary, dwelt on repetitive activities, and rejected most attempts at communication (this included avoidance of shared meals by overt antisocial behaviors in this context). Again the organizers suspected that this behavior had been acquired and reinforced.

Siblings: A total of 13 siblings took part in these vacations with up to 8 siblings at one time. At first the siblings got to know each other and appeared to be eager to share their experiences. It was reported that central issues debated between themselves included inappropriate behaviors in their ASD sibling, producing embarrassment in public places, and loneliness and frustration. Whereas all children made considerable efforts to offer compassion and support, it was apparent that they would have preferred to have dealt with other issues and activities. Short periods of freedom to play amongst themselves were reported to be very valuable to the siblings of ASD children. These children played and laughed from morning to evening (and at night time). Nevertheless, the siblings were reported to have been exposed to new and valuable experiences and were able to interact profitably with their parent(s) because joint supervision of the ASD sibling had alleviated the burden of care-giving.

Parents: The experience was generally reported to have been enriching in view of the opportunity to exchange views amongst parents and to receive some emotional support and understanding from others. A context of implicit acceptance of behavioral issues in ASD was felt to be particularly positive. In addition, parents reported that they benefited by seeing the evident enjoyment in the ASD child’s sibling(s). Furthermore, many parents were pleased with the improvements in social interactions demonstrated by their ASD child. Revealingly, on several occasions some parents became very emotional in expressing the severity of their daily life and receiving informed and genuine support from other parents was considered to be particularly valuable.

However, the experience was generally onerous for the organizers and for the parents overseeing community activities and tasks. In both vacations there were problems with one particular family (a different family each year) principally because of ineffective behavioral management strategies for their ASD child. This increased the burden on the rest of the group. Diverging views on how to address such issues led to conflicts between families and parents, reminiscent of the problem of family breakdown as discussed earlier (Introduction).

Discussion

The aims of the current study were two-fold. First, to assess the vacation experiences of families of children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) in comparison with families of children with Down Syndrome (DS). This study employed semi-quantitative surveys focusing on their needs and difficulties. Second, to perform a pilot study of co-vacationing as a means to resolve some of the issues identified in the survey.

The small sample sizes of the two family groups surveyed (34 ASD and 21 DS families) restricts interpretation of the results to the identification of major trends and differences between groups. In addition, because there were many non-responders it is unclear how representative the views expressed by the responders are of the wider population of families with ASD or DS children.

It is furthermore possible that the methods used to contact families biased the results by unintentionally selecting particular types of families. It was intended to contact all families within a defined geographical area but this was not feasible. Even contacting families via autism charities and Special Education schools yielded a low response rate. Therefore, additional sampling was conducted by telephone interview instead of by mail. The low response rate may reflect the daily difficulties encountered by families with ASD children. In contrast, families with DS children were easier to reach and had a higher response rate.

In both groups only a small proportion of families had taken vacations in the study period (the previous 3 years). The proportion of ASD families taking vacations was lower than for the DS families. In addition, a larger proportion of families in the ASD group took
vacations without their disabled child. Given the importance of holidays for the mental, emotional and socio-cultural well-being of the individual the current situation for both ASD and DS families would appear to be sub-optimal.

The challenge afforded by their child’s disability was similar in the 2 groups, based on both the level of government welfare support received and the complex additional diagnoses present in both groups. However, it appears that ASD families face more challenges linked to the behavior of their child than do DS families. Thus, the disability of children with ASD was more often rated as being directly linked to the low frequency/quality of their vacation experience than for DS children. The level of difficulties encountered by ASD families is reflected by the high percentage undergoing some form of training to assist with their disabled child. Family income was not directly evaluated, but a greater proportion of ASD than DS families felt that additional income was required to improve the quality of their vacations. In both groups, families who rated their holiday as “good quality” reported that finance was important for holiday quality.

Overall, the frequency of rating vacation quality as “very good” was markedly reduced in the ASD families compared to DS families, and the perception of poor vacation quality was increased in the ASD group. It is notable that there is an inherent bias in the question as most families might be expected to rate even average vacations as “very good”; the trend towards “average” or “poor” suggests that vacation quality was generally lower than for the general population. In support, 82% of DS families, a tentative proxy for the wider population, stated that their vacation was “very good” while, conversely, 70% of ASD families rated their vacation quality as “average” or “poor”.

There was no clear trend of an expressed desire for vacation improvements in families with DS children other than additional financial support. For families with ASD children there were needs across the whole range of listed parameters: for accessing leisure structures with professional assistance for the disabled child, for more understanding and supportive attitudes from others, for other people to welcome the disabled child as any other child, and for financial assistance to access vacations.

A potential conclusion from the above is that the level of family conflict with regard to vacations is more pronounced in families with ASD rather than with DS children. The main reason for this difference appears to be related to lack of support in dealing with the behavior of the disabled child. There may also be a greater public lack of understanding and empathy for children with autism versus DS children, not only regarding the management of their behavior but also regarding the nature of their disability.

Both groups cited financial constraints as a factor constraining vacations. However, the DS group received more governmental support through the DLA scheme than the ASD group. Unlike ASD, both the diagnosis of DS and perception of the disability are uncomplicated and this may facilitate the identification of support needs. All DS families received government welfare support (Disability Living Allowance, DLA), in contrast to the families with ASD children where only a proportion received similar support. In those families receiving benefits, the level of financial support differed between the ASD and DS families. More DS families than ASD families received the higher DLA component for mobility care. This finding is of some interest because most DS families interviewed did not report significant physical disability; it is assumed that decisions concerning attribution of the higher rate of mobility care support take into consideration other behavioral aspects of mobility such as the need for safety. For families with ASD children there is a need for constant supervision with regard to mobility, and even verbal individuals can have little appreciation of danger and are likely to wander and get lost if not fully supervised. The discrepancy between the family groups in financial support regarding mobility care may reflect lack of recognition and knowledge of autism by the relevant authorities.

There was also a striking difference between the ASD and DS families with regard to place of education. DS children were more frequently educated in a mainstream setting than ASD children. Because of the lack of suitable educational settings for ASD children, it would appear that many families resort to home education. Effective educational and behavioral approaches in autism have been identified, and the lack of availability of suitable educational settings as well as mainstream placements may also reflect lack of recognition and understanding by the authorities of the needs and issues faced by children with autism and their families.

Consistently, ASD families on vacation were much less likely than DS families to access public places including restaurants, cafes, hotels, and cinemas. The absence of professional assistance for the disabled child was identified as contributing factor. The major factor restricting access to public places appeared to be related to the challenging behavior of the ASD child and the lack of understanding of the condition.

Given the potential benefits of periods of vacation for both the ASD children and their families, and the fact that a lack of understanding and acceptance from the surrounding community was felt to be a significant issue in constraining vacations, a pilot study was performed to address this issue. Co-vacationing with other families of ASD children, whose level of acceptance and understanding of ASD would be expected to be high, could potentially alleviate problems associated with non-acceptance. In addition, by vacationing together, parents of ASD children potentially could assist each other in the supervision of their children, improving the quality of the vacation experience. The 2 group vacations reported here were generally rated as highly beneficial by the families taking part. Important aspects were: (1) benefits for the ASD child: many children were reported to have increased their level of social interaction within the group and awareness during the vacation period, and being supervised by other adults in the temporary absence of their parents was seen as a contributory beneficial factor; (2) co-vacationing gave parents opportunities to meet with other parents sharing similar life experiences and to discuss relevant issues to autism; in addition, co-vacationing allowed sharing the burden of child supervision; (3) the siblings of the ASD children were able to express their individual needs and report on their own experiences, and contributed positively to activities that included some ASD children; (4) participating ASD families were able to access leisure facilities and experiences that they would otherwise have been unable to access. Overall the pilot study indicated that co-vacationing with other families of ASD children is a practicable route for improving the vacation quality of these families.

Despite the significant benefits reported by the families some difficulties were encountered due to ongoing behavioral issues in a minority of ASD children. These behaviors caused tensions across the whole group and were not easily resolved. This may suggest that expert assistance from a trained counselor could be advantageous in future studies of co-vacationing in ASD families.

Behaviors in autism are held to be amenable to biomedical and/or educational intervention [40–49]. Addressing medical needs can reduce chronic pain, distress, confusion and sensory overload that are
common in ASD children, and can ameliorate the behavior and social integration of the child. Equally, providing guidance to parents as to how avoid reinforcing inappropriate behaviors can improve the overall functioning of the child and hence of his or her family.

The provision of additional support to families regarding both behavioral management and biomedical/educational intervention could potentially improve the vacation experience of the ASD child and his/her family. Local and national holiday schemes have started to be developed in order to address the issues identified in the current study. Simple solutions, such as reducing time spent queuing at airports or waiting to access to children attraction (e.g. Disney World) should continued to be promoted across leisure settings and facilities. Parents need to be made aware of these possibilities and encourage asking for them. Equally, indoors and outdoors centers could be assisted with "Autism Friendly" staff, who could on request assist a child to access and be included in the activities as any other children would. Governmental funding could be made available to train and pay for such staff to be included as required assistance. Some cafes and restaurants could also take part of an "Autism Friendly" scheme, welcoming families with autistic people. Reduction in sensory overload (for example, showing films with reduced sound volume, or changing lighting and organization in shops) could also be of great benefit, not only to autistic individuals but to the wider population. Finally, a holiday financial package should be made available to families of ASD children to enable them to buy in the specific support they would benefit from in order to make their holiday more successful. In addition, because financial constraints were often cited as a factor impacting negatively on the vacation experiences of ASD families, greater recognition by government agencies of the pervasiveness of the disability in ASD would also be beneficial.

In conclusion, this study suggests that taking a vacation for families with ASD children affords a major psychological and logistic challenge. In addition, when the families did go on holiday the reported vacation quality was low. In consequence, families with ASD children tend to go on vacation infrequently compared to the general population. Given the importance of vacations for the emotional and psychological well-being of the ASD child and his or her family, steps should be taken to facilitate vacationing by such families. Financial constraints and non-acceptance of the ASD child were major constraining factors. To address the latter, a pilot study of co-vacationing with other ASD families was carried out, with major benefits being reported both for the family and the ASD child.
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